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Keep them Coming

SEND US YOUR NEW SONGS

graham@tradartsteam.co.uk

Ten more songs for you to sing at on-line sessions and meetings.
So that we could get these songs out quickly we have cut back on
the time spent on layout so this supplement is maybe not looking
as decorative as it has in the past.

We have a collection of great songs for you plus musical notation or
a web link where you can pick up the tune. Sometimes we have
given you both.

SEND USYOUR NEW SONGS so that the collection can grow and your songs
can be heard.
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We have always washed our hands
And now we wash them better still
Yes we wash and wash and wash
Until the virus we can kill
We don’t kiss or hug or shake
Or lean against the window sill
Isolation makes us strong

In our hands is placed detergent
Maybe even alcohol
Then we scrub and run hot water
Oh we’re having such a ball
We can keep our precious health
If we don’t venture down the hall
Isolation makes us strong

Cho:
Isolation is the ticket
Cocktail parties are not cricket
We will stay inside our homes
Reading philosophic tomes
Isolation makes us strong

They have squandered
opportunities
To ready us for this
They have privatised the masks
In every way, they’ve been remiss
If we quarantined the politicians
We could be in bliss
Disinfect the White House now

Cho:
Isolation is our watchword
Webinars are where we’re all heard
We can share a common womb
If we all just download Zoom
Isolation makes us strong

By Dave Lippman.
Tune: John Brown’s body

Isolation Makes us Strong
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When Covid 19 is all over
Oh how happy I will be
Get back to life as usual
Returning to normality
Cars all jammed up in the High Street
Busses chugging nose to tale
Children walking on the pavement
Can breath but best not to inhale

Bankers busy doing business
Building our prosperity
See them piling up the profits
But not for the likes of you and me.
The super-rich will come out smiling
From their Caribbean shores
Hoping for business as usual
So they can ignore the poor

Fracking oil across the landscape
Cut Amazon forests flat
Poison all the seas and rivers
What’s the prob-el-em with that
I’ll be free to go out shopping
Strolling hap’ly down the street
Homeless shelter in the doorways
Begging for a bite to eat.

WHEN COVID-19 IS OVER
by Graham Langley May 2020
Tune:When this Bloody War is Over

Who’ll control the press and media
Lies and truth are all the same
British workers they are lazy
Immigrants the one’s to blame
Let us bomb a few more countries
To help give them democracy
Making money out of misery
So we can set the people free.

Is this the normal you are needing?
Is this the sort of world you want?
Time for us to make some changes
Turn the system back to front
When Corvid 19 is over
Lets forget normality
Time for us to make some changes
And build a life that’s fair and free
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WE DON'T WANT TO LIVE LIKE THAT
Ewan McColl 1968

We’ve learned to distinguish the hollow men from the rest
At spotting the phonies we have passed our test
Their objectivity’s all a bluff
Their ethical standards shoddy stuff
Their world’s not good enough for us

We don’t want to live like that

We’ve learned that we’re free to learn and think and know
Providing we don’t disturb the status quo
Serve the truth that serves the nation
Guarantee your graduation
Then you can fool the next generation

We don’t want to live like that

We’ve learned that a man in some things may be wise
And yet wear social blinkers on his eyes
Top man in a scientific team
And the sound of burning children screaming
Doesn’t disturb his self esteem

We don’t want to live like that

We’ve learned to beware of the smiler with the knife
Who offers to geld you, cut you off form life
He offers a world without collision
A cosy world of complete submission
Never a need for real decision

We don’t want to live like that

We’ve learned how to question everything we’ve been told
By learned men who have been bought and sold
Their detachment’s only a damned excuse
To sit back on their arse and be no use
While the neck of the world’s fitted for a noose

We don’t want to live like that
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Ewan MacColl with Charles Parker and Peggy Seeger
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First our care homes were expendable
Pensioners could die
Our bus drivers were expendable
No-one asking why
There had been no preparation
No plan no P P E
40,000 smiling faces disappeared

First they stopped making the front page
Then they stopped making the news
Once the dead become expendable
They get easier to lose
Those who never counted
These we can ignore
40,000 smiling faces disappeared
Victory in Europe

Don’t forget your flags & bunting
Don’t forget to wash your hands
Your nurses are expendable
And I’m sure you understand
Stockpiles are so expensive
It’s our money tree not yours
40,000 smiling faces disappeared

Now our children are expendable
The economy comes first
Our keyworkers are expendable
The poor always die first
There will be no preparation
No plan no P P E
But you can always have more children

First our care homes were expendable
Now our children are expendable
This is victory in Europe
The highest rate of death in europe
Don’t forget your flags & bunting
40,000 smiling faces disappeared

Victory in Europe
by Robb Johnson 2020 youtu.be/SC7ib3PFoQ8
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Singing Together Apart

By Boff Whalley, for the Commoners Choir

youtu.be/1_fy3KgdijI

1.

A world made of islands

Connected by sound

Vibrations of molecules

Flying around

Recorded as data

And sent down the wires

Ones and noughts

To make up a choir

Joining together

Listening together

Working together

Making a start

Singing together

When we’re together

And singing together apart

2.

Dreaming

Laughing

Science and art

Hoping

Learning

Head and heart

Joining

Listening

Making a start

Singing

Singing

Singing together apart

3.

Side by side

Far away

Things to hear and say

All alone

In the crowd

Oh so quiet

And oh so loud

Joining together

Listening together

Working together

Making a start

Singing together

When we’re together

And singing together apart

4.

Joining

Listening

Working

Making

Dreaming

Laughing

Hoping

Learning

Talking

Sharing

Caring

Loving

Singing together apart

Singing together apart

Singing together apart
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Now listen all you workers, hear what the Tories say
We know you want to go to work, you need the pay
But they want their factories working so their profits start to rise
The unions say it isn’t safe, so – organise!
And there’ll be

No going back (until we feel it’s safe)
No going back (let’s make a deal that’s safe)
No going back (until it’s really safe)
No going back

Now listen all you teachers, hear what the Tories say
We know that children need to mix and learn and play
But they want their children minded, so they can run our lives
The unions say it isn’t safe, so – organise!
And there’ll be ..

Now listen all care workers, where is your P P E?
The Tories ran the stocks down for austerity
They voted down your wages while they all had a rise
And now they clap each Thursday while the nurses die
And there’ll be ..

Now listen all you people, ignore those Tory lies
They only want their stocks and shares to rise and rise
Let’s get rid of the old world and organise a new
And don’t forget that we are many, they are few
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No Going Back – coronavirus version
Pam Bishop, May 2020 - after a song by Sandra Kerr

“In the new world that emerges after lockdown, we cannot go back to the
injustices of the past. Birmingham Labour Council will stand up for the most
vulnerable in this city, and the rights of all citizens to decent and effective health
and care services.We will challenge the government to keep its promises and
look after all the citizens of Birmingham.” (Cllr Ian Ward, May 2020)
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There is a toff that we all know
By the name Dominic he goes
Compared to Hitler he’s to the right
He’s an advisor talking shite
He pulls the strings to old Bo Jo
Should he stay or should he go

Cus he’s caused many deaths you see
With his herd immunity
This talk,“Of Covid we’re not scared
There is no need to be prepared
We’re making Britain Great you know
We’ll do it my way here we go”

Should he stay or should he go now
Should he stay or should he go now
If Dom stays we’ll be in trouble
If he goes Bo’s in a muddle
So come on people, let them know
Should Dom stay or should he go

Don’t listen to the W H O
They’re only expert what’d they know
Whilst others locked down we said no
It’s only like the flu you know
So go out there and shake some hands
Then simply wash them, that’s our plan

As the death toll starts to rise
Can’t even hide it with their lies
“‘My god Bo we’re in a mess
We’ll pin our flag to the NHS”
At the front door stand and clap
Whilst privatising through the back

So should he stay or should he go now
So should he stay or should he go now
If he stays well be in trouble
If he goes Bo’s in a muddle
So come on people let them know
Should he stay or should he go

should he stay?
by Russ Spring May 2020
tune from the Clash

youtu.be/9Z3V5CpJrEo
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In 1350 we received a warning
When fifty million Europeans died
Rats were the ones who carried the plague
And brought a Black Death to end their lives

Another plague of rats were there in hiding
This time their target was the land
The rich and the powerful grabbing all they could
Pushing out the people their own wealth to expand

In 1665 we had a warning
The Great Plague brought London City down
The plague pits were opened to swallow up the dead
The poor had no resistance in this rat infested town

The rich ran away, left for the country
The Purple Death spread amongst the poor
Other rats were there to grab everything they could
Enclosing land they never owned before

In 1918 we had a warning
A deadly flu spread like a flowing tide
Death came quickly to the soldiers and the poor
But the bosses and the government just lied.

The rats were the generals and commanders
Using censorship to hide the truth
Fifty million people died around the world
While their war took the best of our youth
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TAKE A WARNING
by Graham Langley May 2020
tune: Pam Bishop
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In 2016 we had a warning
A report came out that made it very clear
A new pandemic would soon head our way
But the Tories just turned a deaf ear

The report called for preparation
Stockpiles and plans that should be made
No action was taken in these neo-liberal times
For big business there’s no profits to be made

In December ’19 we had a warning
Doctor Wen Lang saw a viral thread
His inconvenient truth was silenced by the state
Now thousands round the world are lying dead

The leaders of the world tried to deny it
Business as usual they cried
It’s just like the flu or a really nasty cold
Business closures have to be denied

This January we had a warning
But Johnson said there’s no need for alarm
The nation will build up herd immunity
Just like cattle living on a farm

Ten years of cuts have left the country bleeding
No PPE, the stocks are small
Suddenly a money tree to keep us all alive
And the nurses are the heroes after all

From the bosses it’s time to take a warning
Plotting to take everything they can
They want the schools, hospitals and streets
It’s all part of their neo-liberal plan.

We know the real rats that are the problem
Across the world they are the real plague
Sucking up the profit till there’s nothing left
But soon there’ll be a reckoning to be made

Today we are giving you a warning.
We know that you rats have had your day
We see that the tide is starting to turn
And you will all be swept away

So let’s join the nurses and bus drivers
The shelf stackers, cleaners, carers too
They’re essential workers, the ones we really need
And one day soon we’re coming after you

YES
And one day soon we’re coming after you
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by Tim Martin 2020

www.facebook.com/dogcatchicken/videos/10223946513433258/

Lie Fiddle Diddle Lie Day
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How many lies can a government tell in one parliamentary term
How many rises has an MP had; when will it be the nurses’ turn?
Chorus

How many new nursing jobs can you magic from thin air
By telling people they would have gone, but now we’ll keep them there
Chorus

(Tune B)
Tell me about the lockdown rules?  Can I go to Durham Town?
Can I take coronavirus up the A1 and back down?
Chorus

If we promise some money on the side of a bus, then is that a promise that’s real?
If we spend the money on something else, tell me how would you feel?
Chorus

Tell me how many gloves are in a pair – is it two or is it one?
And can you count them separately just to get your targets done?
Chorus

And tell me if a test’s in the post, can you count that it’s been done?
And if there are two parts to the test, can you count each one?

(Tune B)
And if I drove to Barnard Castle, just to check my eyes
Would you think I’m driving dangerously or telling a pack of lies
Chorus

And care homes are top priority, tell me is that a lie?
If you don’t test workers and residents and leave so many to die
Chorus

Can we count the P P E if it’s past its use-by date?
And can we sell the NHS to our donors and to our mates?

(Tune B)
How can you have a border, that’s not a border, how can that be?
We’ll promise there’s no border but it’s in the middle of the Irish Sea

(It’s a) lie diddle lie diddle,
diddle diddle lie diddle,
lie riddle diddle lie day
I did a fiddle liddle,
lie diddle diddle diddle,
lie riddle diddle lie day
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The Banks are Made of Marble
by Bob Whiskens, after Pete Seeger

Pete Seeger's version is at youtu.be/x-o3CJytIPE
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I’ve travelled round this country
From shore to shining shore
And it really made me wonder
About the things that I heard and saw
I saw a homeless woman
Outside the local store
And it really made me angry
Tory austerity was the cause

Chorus:
But the banks they are made of marble
With a guard at every door
And the vaults they are stuffed with silver
That the people grafted for



And I see young struggling families
Standing in the food bank queues
Remember brothers and sisters
Tomorrow it might be me or you

Chorus

Well I saw our frontline workers
Nurses and doctors and those in care
Risking their lives without resources
No protective kit for them to wear

Chorus

So I’ve seen hard-working people
Throughout this mighty land
There’s the few, then there’s the many
Rise up the many and make a stand

Chorus

I heard, loud angry voices
Protesters, going down on one knee
Black lives matter, across their banners
Demanding justice and equality

Final chorus:
Then we might own those banks of marble
No homeless people outside the store
And we’ll reward our frontline workers
With a wage they deserve and more

I want to travel round this country
From sea to shining sea
No more poverty, no more homeless
Now this is down to you and me
Now this is down to you and me
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One day one day, a man come walkin’ along
He played me a tune, taught me a song
He’d sing out high, he’d sing out low
He’d surround all hate with an old banjo

Chorus
So here’s to you, troubadour
Your song goes on forever more
Here’s to you, troubadour
Your song goes on forever more

2. He rambled east, he rambled west
Along with Woody he rambled best
Heard a nation sing as they rolled along
Gave us their songs, and we pass them on

He never cared for worldly goods
Just built him a cabin up in the woods
“The time is now, the place is here
To break away cruel chains of fear”
Cho

3. Bad laws decreed,“Such dreams offend
Swear your allegiance, sell out your friends”
“My honor, Sir is not for sale
I’d rather be locked up in jail”

Once we sang “We shall Overcome”
We thought we’d be forever young
But though the time has come and gone
Aboard Clearwater the ship sails on
Cho

4. I see him now in Washington
Calls out these lines to a million strong
We know Mr President that you agree
This Land belongs to you and me

That old banjo still rings so clear
Rings out his love for all to hear
So let us sing these last few lines
Lift up your voices- one more time
Cho

Celebrating Pete Seeger's place at pinnacle of American song
makers, shakers and movers, for his 94th birthday 3 May 2013.

Music and lyrics by Jack Warshaw

Troubadour
April 12, 2013 youtu.be/P_RBt_WGuRY
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